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ON THE QUASI-ORDERING OF BOREL 
LINEAR ORDERS UNDER EMBEDDABILITY 

ALAIN LOUVEAU AND JEAN SAINT-RAYMOND 

Abstract. We provide partial answers to the following problem: Is the class of Borel linear 
orders well-quasi-ordered under embeddability? We show that it is indeed the case for those 
Borel orders which are embeddable in R™, with the lexicographic ordering. For Borel orders 
embeddable in R2, our proof works in ZFC, but it uses projective determinacy for Borel orders 
embeddable in some R", n < cu, and hyperprojective determinacy for the general case. 

Introduction. A structure (X, <x) is a Borel linear order if X is a Borel set in some 
Polish space, and <x is a linear order on X which is Borel in X2. We let BOR be the 
class of Borel linear orders. 

As a matter of notation, we will generally use X to denote both the structure and 
its domain, when it is clear from the context. If X and Y are two Borel linear orders, 
we say that X embeds in Y, written X < Y, if there exists a strictly increasing function 
/ : (X, <x) -»(Y, <Y). If moreover such an embedding / can be found Borel, we say 
that X Borel embeds in Y. Clearly the relation of embeddability is a quasi-ordering of 
BOR, i.e. is transitive and reflexive. This quasi-ordering of BOR has been studied in 
papers by Harrington, Marker and Shelah [HMS], and by Louveau [Lo]. The 
known structural results are the following. 

For each ordinal £,, let 2i (resp. 2<i) be the set of sequences of zeros and ones of 
length £ (resp. <£), ordered by the lexicographic ordering. 

THEOREM 1 (HARRINGTON AND SHELAH). For any X e BOR 3^ <cotX <2a'4. In 
fact, such a ^ and an embedding f: X -+ 2a'i can be found A\ in (any code for the 
structure) X. 

This result says that BOR = \Ji<<ai BOR,,, where by definition BOR,, = {X e 
BOR: X < 2 r a ? } . We will also consider, for £, < a>u BOR<{ = [ J ^ B O R , , . 

THEOREM 2 (LOUVEAU; MARKER FOR £ = 1). For every X e BOR and any £ < cot, 
either X < 2a'i, or 2m' *+1 < X. In fact, either there is a A \(X, £) embedding of X into 
2™'4, or else there is a continuous embedding of 2a>'i + 1 into X. 

THEOREM 3 (LOUVEAU). For all X e BOR and £ < <x>x, X < 2<(°^ or 2ra-« < X. In 
fact, either there is a A\(X,£,) embedding of X into 2<w'i or there is a continuous 
embedding of 2m' * into X. 
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538 ALAIN LOUVEAU AND JEAN SAINT-RAYMOND 

By Theorem 2, any X in BOR^ is equivalent (for embeddability) to some Borel 
subset of 2™' f And by Theorem 3, BOR,* consists (up to equivalence) of 2m' ? and the 
Borel subsets of 2<<°',;. Note that 2<c"'(^+1) is equivalent to 2ra"? x Q (with the 
lexicographic order), and for k limit 2<m'x is equivalent to (2m)<A. This is the way we 
will apply the result. 

So in particular BORi consists of the countable linear orders and 2m itself. Hence, 
by Laver's celebrated result solving Frai'sse's conjecture, it follows that BORx is 
well-quasi-ordered by embeddability, i.e. is well-founded and with no infinite 
antichains. 

The purpose of this paper is to extend this result higher in the hierarchy of Borel 
linear orders. In §1 we will establish the result for BOR2, after reviewing some facts 
of well-quasi-order theory and its strengthening better-quasi-order theory, intro
duced by Nash-Williams [NW2] and extended by Laver [La] (see also Simpson [S] 
and van Engelen, Miller, and Steel [vEMS]). This will be obtained by proving a new 
closure property of better quasi-orderings, conjectured in [vEMS]. 

In §2 we strengthen the notion of better-quasi-order by considering topological 
quasi-orders. Using projective determinacy, most of the theory of better-quasi-
orderings goes through with this new notion, allowing us to prove the result for 
BOR<CO under PD. 

In §3 we prove a theorem about labelled trees which encompasses some of the 
results of Nash-Williams and Laver. Its topological version, which can be proved 
using hyperprojective determinacy, allows us to prove that BORm is well-quasi-
ordered under embeddability. 

§1. Bqo theory and the BOR2 case. A quasi-ordered (q.o.) set is a structure (Z, <z), 
where < z is transitive and reflexive. We will denote by < z and = z respectively the 
strict order and the equivalence relation associated to it, i.e. 

x < z y +-+ x <zy and y £z x, x =z y <-> x <z y and y <z x. 

A q.o. set Z is a well-quasi-ordering (w.q.o.) if < z is well-founded, and any 
antichain (set of pairwise incomparable elements) in Z is finite. Using Ramsey's 
theorem, this is easily seen to be equivalent to: 

For every sequence (x„)„eco in Z, there are n < m such that x„ <zxm. 
For practical purposes, one also considers the following strengthened version of 

w.q.o.: 
Let [co] denote the set of infinite subsets of co with its canonical topology, and, for 

X e [co], [X] the set of infinite subsets of X. If Z is a set, a Z-array is a function / 
with domain some [X0] and range in Z, which is Borel when Z is given the discrete 
topology. This is equivalent to saying that Range / is countable, and, for each z, 
/"Hz) is Borel in [Xo]. 

If now Z is q.o., a Z-array / is good if 3Z e domff(X) <zf(X
+), where X+ = 

Z\{minZ} . Otherwise / is bad. 
A q.o. set Z is a better-quasi-ordering (b.q.o.) if every Z-array is good. By 

associating to each sequence (x„)„em in Z the Z-array / defined by f{X) = x{minX), 
one easily checks that b.q.o. sets are w.q.o. The advantage of b.q.o. sets is that they 
are closed under many operations which do not preserve the w.q.o. property. 
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QUASI-ORDERING OF BOREL LINEAR ORDERS 539 

For example, it is very easy to check that if Z and Z' are b.q.o., so are 
i ) Z u Z', viewed as a disjoint union, with the orders < z and <r on each piece, 

and no relation between elements of Z and Z'; 
ii) Z x Z', with the product order; and 
iii) ^*(Z), the power-set of Z, with the order 

Zi 5~a»(z)Z2 *-* vXj e Zx 3x2 e Z2 xl < z x 2 . 

We now go on to more complicated operations. 
Let ^ be a class of structures, and of morphisms between them. We will assume 

that the canonical q.o. of % defined by 

Cx <<,? C2 *-* 3^-morphism / : Cl-* C2, 

is indeed a quasi-ordering, by asking that ^-morphisms contain the identities and 
are closed under composition. 

Given a q.o. set Z, we define Z* (sometimes called the class of Z-labelled c€-
structures) by 

! e Z * o dom / e <€ and Range / E Z 

and we quasi-order Z* by 

l0 < 11 «-» 3^-morphism / : dom l0 -* dom / : 

Vx e dom/0 /0(x) <z/i(/(x)). 

We will say that a class <€ preserves b.q.o. if for any b.q.o. set Z, Z* is b.q.o. too. 
Note that by considering Z = {0}, this implies in particular that <€ itself is b.q.o. 
under <^. 

One of the main results of b.q.o. theory is the following result of Laver: 
THEOREM 1 (LAVER [La]). Let DEN be the class of countable linear orders, with 

strictly increasing functions as morphisms. Then DEN preserves b.q.o., i.e. if Z is 
b.q.o., so is ZDEN. In particular, DEN is b.q.o. under embeddability. 

As we said in the Introduction, this theorem implies immediately that BORx is 
b.q.o. under embeddability, as the only element in BORj which is not in DEN (up 
to equivalence) is 2™. One might hope that in fact BORt also preserves b.q.o., but 
this is easily seen to be false, using the axiom of choice. For this would imply (by 
considering e.g. Z = {0,1} with 0 and 1 incomparable) that the set of all suborders of 
2m, with embeddability, is b.q.o., and it is not even well founded [DM]. So one has to 
restrict one's attention to specific functions from BORx into Z to hope for a positive 
result. 

Let Z£z = {/: 2" -»Z; / is Borel when Z is given the discrete topology}. Quasi-
order i?z by the restriction of the order on Z(2™}, i.e. 

l0<li<-+ 3 / strictly increasing: 2ra ->• 2ra Vx e 2W l0(x) <z /x(/(x)). 

THEOREM 2. / / Z is b.q.o., so is Z£z. 
Theorem 2 is the main result of this section. It was conjectured in [vEMS]. We 

will prove it by steps. The first step, already in [vEMS], is to extend the notion of 
Wadge ordering between Borel sets. 

Define i£\ = {I: I is a function with domain a dim 0 Polish space and range in Z, 
and / is Borel when Z has the discrete topology}. 
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540 ALAIN LOUVEAU AND JEAN SAINT-RAYMOND 

F o r /0, /x in Z£\, define the W a d g e o rde r ing by 

l0 < w '1 <-* 3 / con t i nuous : d o m l0 -* d o m /x Vx e d o m /0 /0(x) < li(f(x)). 

[So if <# is the class of d im 0 Pol ish spaces, wi th con t inuous m a p s as morph i sms , J?z 

is obtained by restricting Z* to its Borel elements. Taking Z = {0,1}, one gets 
exactly the Wadge ordering, so that by AC some such restriction is again necessary 
to get positive results.] 

THEOREM 3 (VAN ENGELEN, MILLER, AND STEEL). If Z is b.q.o., so is <£% under the 
Wadge ordering. 

P R O O F . A S any d im 0 Pol ish space is h o m e o m o r p h i c to a closed subspace of (om, 
we m a y assume tha t , for each /, d o m / = [ 7 | ] for some tree Tt on oi with n o terminal 
node . Cons ider then, for l 0 , I , e jSf | , the following g a m e W(l0, / j ) : I a n d II a l te rna te 
playing integers 

I n0 « , « = <ni)iem, 

II ™o m t p = <m,> i e M , 

p roduc ing a a n d /? wi th a e [T,0] a n d /? E [7] J . And II wins this g a m e if /0(a) <z ^(/J). 
Clearly a strategy for II in this game produces a continuous function which 

witnesses that l0 < w lt. Moreover this game is Borel, hence determined. 
So suppose, towards a contradiction, that / is a bad JS? f-array. This means that, 

for X e dom/ , f(X) jty/f(X+); hence by the preceding remarks player I has a 
winning strategy in W(f(X),f(X+)). Picking such a strategy for each game (there 
are only countably many such games) gives a Borel map X i—• xx with xx winning for I 
mW(f(X),f(X+)). 

For each X in dom / , let X0 = X, X„+1 = X*, and consider the diagram obtained 
by letting I play his strategies in the W(f(Xn),f(Xn+1))'s, and II answering in 
W(f(X„),f(Xn+1)) by copying I's moves in W(f(Xn+1),f(Xn + 2)). This uniquely 
determines a sequence (a"(X), P"(X)}ne(0 of plays in the W(f(X„),f(Xn+1))% which 
is clearly Borel in X, and such that f(X)(a°(X)) £zf(X

+)(P°(X)). But by con
struction P°(X) = ix^X) = a°(X+), so that the function X i-> f(X)(oc°(X)) is a bad 
Z-array, contradicting the hypothesis. -I 

Going back to J?z, define another quasi-order <^, on it as follows: /0 <% 
li«-» VCi cocountable in 2m3C0 cocountable in 2™ such that l0 \Co < w ' i tc,-

C O R O L L A R Y 4. 7 / Z is b.q.o., Z£z is b.q.o. under < &. 
PROOF. Given le i f z , the set {/ \C:C cocountable in 2W} is well-founded under 

< w , by Theorem 3, hence has a minimal element / \C(l). But if C is any other 
cocountable set in 2", so is C(/) n C; hence/ \C(l) = / \Cu)nc ^ w ' tc>i-e-' tc(i»is ^ w 
minimum. But then one gets 

'O ^ W ' l *~* 'O \C{lo) ^ W ' l \C(h) 

and < ^ is also b.q.o. 
For the rest of this paper, we will denote by C(l) some (any) cocountable set in 2m 

which gives the <w-minimum value for / \C(l). 
From now on, we assume Z is b.q.o. 
DEFINITION 5. Let / e Z£z. 
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QUASI-ORDERING OF BOREL LINEAR ORDERS 541 

a) / is homogeneous if for every clopen interval V in 2m and x e V the set {y e 
V: l(x) <zl(y)} is uncountable. 

b) / is self-dual if for some C(l) minimum for / there exists a continuous function 
h: C(l) - C(l) such that Vx e C(l) l(h(x)) £zl(x). 

Otherwise, / is non-self-dual. 
We will denote by i f z the set of homogeneous elements of ifz, and by ifz the set 

of homogeneous non-self-dual elements of I£z. We will prove Theorem 2 by getting 
it first for ifz, then for ifz and finally for all of ifz. 

THEOREM 6. Suppose lQ, lx e Z£\ and 'o ^ w ' i - Then l0 < lt. So in particular i ? z 

is b.q.o. 
PROOF. Fix /0 and /, in ^£\, and consider the following version of the cut-and-

choose game. Player II starts and cuts 2m into two disjoint clopen intervals 1° and 1°, 
with 1% < 1°. Player I then chooses one of them, by playing a(0) = 0 or 1. Player II 
then cuts the chosen interval 7°(0) into two disjoint subintervals 7 J and /} with /J 
< / { , I plays a(l), and so on. At the end of a play, I has played a = <a(0),a(l),...> 
and both players have cooperated to play a nonempty closed interval I = P)n/"(n). 
We say that II wins the game if 3/J e I l0(a) <z l^fi). Note that this game is Borel, as 

3/J e / /„(«) < z /i(i?) <- Z0(a) < z /i(inf /) or /0(a) < z Z^sup /) or 

3V clopen interval (3y? e V l0(a) <zlx(P) A V £ I). 

So the game is determined. If II has a winning strategy, this defines a function 
2™ -> closed intervals which clearly is increasing, i.e. for a < /? in 2W, Ix< Ip. And, 
as the plays are winning for II, 3/J = /(a) e /„ with I0(a) <z/i(/(a)), i.e. / is witness
ing that /0 < lx in i£z, as desired. 

It remains to show that Player I cannot have a winning strategy in the game. We 
argue by contradiction, and let x be such a strategy for Player I. 

Let S be the tree of finite sequences of pairs of intervals which correspond to legal 
plays of II, when I answers by his strategy T, and for each s £ S let I(s) be the last 
interval chosen by I against s. Similarly if a e [S] is a branch through S (i.e. a legal 
play of II), let /„ = f]sS<T /, be the corresponding closed interval, and T(CT) the answer 
of player I. 

For 0 e 2a, let S(/?) = {s £ S: jS £ /(s)}, which is a subtree of S (for s = 0 , we let 
1(0) = 2"). 

Let C0 = {/?: S(/?) has no terminal node}. We claim C0 is cocountable in 2m. As S 
is countable, this follows from the fact that an s e S cannot be terminal in S(P) for 
more than one /?: For if fi0 < /?x are such that s £ S(/?;), i = 0,1, then any cut 10, It of 
I(s) such that fi0 e I0 and ft e /x will be a legal extension s~(/0, Ix) in one of S(P0) or 

S(A). 
Now let C be any cocountable subset of 2m, and Z) = 2M\C, enumerated as 

{ a o ^ j , . . . , ^ , . . . } . For a £ D and s £ S, let 

Ex,s ={Pe C0: Vff e [S(/?)] s c f f ^ T(ff) = a}, 

^a,s = ( i n f £a,s, sup £a,s}, 4iS = ]inf £a,s, sup £a>s[. 
Define Ct = C0\ya e D j S 6 S5„ i S , so that C! is still cocountable in 2m. We claim that 
if jS £ Ct n / a s for some ae D and s £ S, then one can find a <r £ [S(j8)] such that 
T(<T) = a, and /? £ /„. To see this, note that there are ft, < ft < ft with ft,, ft in £a 
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(as P <£ Sxs). Clearly it is enough to find a c E [S(^0)] n [ S ^ ) ] extending s, for then 
[&>>&] — 4» so /} E /„, and as /}0 and p\ are in £„s , T(<T) = a. The function <r is 
defined by induction. Suppose t =? s of length /c has been defined so that t e S(fi0) n 
SO?!). If a(k) = 0, pick u of length k + 1 extending t in S(ft), and if a(k) = 1, pick u 
of length /c + 1 extending t in S(/?0)- As the answer by x must be a |*t + 1 (for /?0 and 
ft are in £a s), one easily checks that in both cases u E S(P0) n S ^ ) . This proves 
our claim. 

We now inductively define partitions P„ of Cx into clopen sets, and functions 
% : P „ ^ S u [S], satisfying the following three conditions: 

(a) P„+! refines P„, i.e. VW e P„+1 3 K e P„ W £ F; and for this (necessarily unique) 
F, one has (p„(F) £ <p„+i(W) [hence, in particular, if q>„(V) E [S], one must have 
%(n = <P„+i(wo]-

(b) If WeP„ and ( P „ ( W ) E S , then cp„(W) has length at least n, T((p„(W)) is 
incompatible with a0, a1 ; . . . , a„_ 1; and W £ /((^(W)). 

(c) If W e P„ and (pn(W) e [S], then a = z(<pn(W)) e Z), and W £ 4 ^ , . 
We start with P0 = {Q} and <p0(Ci) = 0 . Assume P„ and q>„ have been defined. 

For each V E P„, we define a partition P„+t(K) of V, and % +1 on P„+i(V), and let 
^.+1 = {Jvep„Pn+i(V), in the following way: 

Case 1. %(F) is in [S]. Let P„+1(F) = {F} and <p„+1(K) = <p„(K). 
Case 2. ^ ( F ) = s e S . Then K £ 7(s) by (b), and x(s) is incompatible with 

a0, . . . , a„_!. Let P E F. If j? £ Fa„,s> there is a f̂  E S(j9), t,, strictly extending s, with 
x{tfi) incompatible with a0,. . . , a„_ ̂  and <x„. Let Ŵ  = V n /(t^). 

If now fi e £amS, then (as ft e Cx) B e IXnS and, by the claim above, we can find af, 
W^V with B eW £ /„„ and T(OJ,) = a„.' 

As the Wys cover F, we can find a partition P„ + 1(K) in clopen sets and for each W 
E PH+l(V) a point B(W)in V such that W £ w ^ . Let finally <p„+ ,(W) = ^(iy) in the 
first case, <p„+X(W) = o ^ ) in the second one. One immediately checks that Pn + 1 and 
(pn + 1 work. 

Define, for 0 E Q , /(j8) = \J{(p„(W)- ne co,W e P„, p e W}. By (a), this defines a 
function / : Cx -» [S] which clearly is continuous. Let #(/?) = x(f(B)). The function o 
is continuous: C1 -*• 2a; and, moreover: 

(*) For each PeCt, /(/J) E [S(/?)]; hence, as T is winning for Player I, 
Ug(P))£zh(Pl 

(**) If g(P) 6 D, then on some neighborhood W of J? in Cy the function g is 
constant (for g(P) equals oc„ 6 D if and only if at stage n the unique W e P„ such that 
PeW satisfies x(q>„{W)) = a„, by conditions (b) and (c)). 

Let F = {PeCi. g(P) e C}. By (**), F is closed in Cu and C, - F is a union of 
clopen sets say (V„)nea> on which g is constant, with value say a* e Z). 

Let r„ = d(F, V„) (for some distance d on CJ, and, using the homogeneity of /0, 
pick for each n some a'„ e C such that d(<x'n, a*) < rn, and /0(a*) ^z 'o(aI.)- Then the 
function g:Cv-^C defined by 

fff(/J) if/jGF, 
gyp) = 1 , ., 0 T/ 

|_a„ if/3eK„, 

is still continuous, and still satisfies l0(g~(P)) £zh(P)> but now takes values in C. 
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We now choose C to be minimum for l0, so that, as l0 < w lx, there is a continuous 
function h: C -* Q such that, for a e C, /0(a) < z /^(a)) . The composition g ° h: 
C -» C is then continuous, and for a e C it satisfies /0(g ° h(tx)) £z 'o(aX i-e. witnesses 
that l0 is self-dual, a contradiction which finishes the proof of Theorem 6. 

LEMMA 7. Let P fee a dim 0 Polish space, and let I: P -* Z in S£% be such that there is 
a continuous function h: P -> P with l(h(x)) £zl(x) for all xe P. Then there is a 
partition of P in clopen sets (V„)neo) such that, for each n, I \Vn < w /. 

PROOF. We argue by contradiction. So assume that for some x0 e P, any clopen 
neighborhood V of x0 is such that / fr ff:w /, i.e., as / \v <w M \v = w '• Pick f°r e a c n 

such V a continuous function fy: P-» V with l(x) <zl{fv(x)) for all xe P. Let 
gv

0(x) = x for x £ P, and gftx) = fV(Hx)), so that /(#[(x)) jtz J(x). 
We now define by induction on the length of s, for s e 2<m, continuous functions 

fs: P -* P, by first putting f0 = g% and fx — g\. Then assume that the (/s)se2£" have 
been defined, and let V„ be a neighborhood of x0 such that on V„ the oscillation of 
all the functions (/s)ss2s» is less than 2'" (where the oscillation is defined using some 
complete metric d on P). Define / s-0 = fs ° gv

0" and /,-i = / s ° g\". 
Now let X e [<u], and consider (fXnio,n](xo))ne<o- Note that, for p > n, 

JX n[0,p](xO) = AnlO.njWo)) 

for some k such that fc(x0) G Fn+ lt hence with 

^(/xn[0,#(Xo)), AnIft»](*o)) ^ 2-«" + 1 » 

by choice of Vn + l. 
This shows that the functions (pn{X) = fXn[o,n]ixo) a r e uniformly Cauchy, hence 

uniformly converge to some function q>: [co] -* P which is continuous. Let g: 
[tu] -»Z be defined by g(X) = l((p(X)). Clearly g is a Z-array. But an immediate 
computation shows that, for p > minX, (pp(X) = g\minX(<pp(X

+)), and hence 

9(X) = g\^*((p(X+)); 

and by choice of the ^^'s, g(X) £zg(X+), i.e. g is a bad Z-array. This concludes the 
proof. H 

LEMMA 8. Letl e £f z,i.e. I is a homogeneous element of £fz. There exists a partition 
P o / 2 " into countably many closed intervals such that, for W e P, either W is a 
singleton, or W is a clopen interval of 2m and (viewed as defined on 2m) / \w e J2?|. 

In particular, S£z is b.q.o. under <. 
PROOF. The first statement is proved by induction on < w , which is well-founded. 

So suppose it is known for all / e £CZ, I <% l0. We prove it for /0. If l0 is already non-
self-dual, we are done, by letting P = {2ra}. But if I0 is self-dual, let C(/0) and h 
witness this fact. Using Lemma 7 for /0 and C(/0), we can find a family of pairwise 
disjoint clopen intervals Vn in 2™ such that the family (V„ n C(/0))n6m is a partition of 
C(l0), and Z0 tV„nc<i0) <w 'o I"<:<(„)• Then each / \v„ is homogeneous, and satisfies / \v„ 
< w / 0 , so by the induction hypothesis applied to / \Vn we can find a partition of 
\J„ V„ into pairwise disjoint closed intervals satisfying the desired conclusions. And 
as 2M\(J„K„ is countable, we can partition it into singletons so that the final 
partition of 2ra works. 
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To prove the second assertion, it is enough to note that by the first assertion we get 
a function q>: Z£% -> (Z u if Z)DEN, viewing the partition P as linearly ordered by the 
canonical ordering on closed intervals given by J < J <-> max / < min J. And 
moreover one easily checks that if q>(l0) < <p(/t) in (Z u i?z)

DEN, then /0 < /t (by 
sticking the pieces together). By Theorem 6, <£z is b.q.o.; so, by Laver's Theorem 1, 
(Z u SeZ)DEN is b.q.o. too, and hence so is <£%. H 

The final step in the proof of Theorem 2 consists in getting rid of the homogeneity 
assumption. 

For this, let Z = Z x {0,1}, where {0,1} has the discrete quasi-order, and Z the 
product order, i.e. (x, i) <ziy,j) iff x <zy and i = j . 

For each / e i?z, and V clopen in 2™, consider the family {l"(V\D): D countable} 
in ̂ "(Z), and pick Dv such that 1"{V\DV) is <a.(Z)-minimal, which is possible as &(Z) 
is b.q.o. As for < ^ , one easily gets that in fact l"(V\Dv) is <#(Z)-minimum in this 
family. Let D(l) = [Jv ciopen Dv and define a set K, £ 2<° x 2W by 

(x,y) e K, <- (x £ D(l) and y = 0) or x e D(l). 

For the order topology, K, is clearly compact, and increasingly homeomorphic to 
2"\ so that we can view /: Kt -» Z, defined by 

[X,y) j(/(x),l) ifxeD(0, 

as an element of i?z. 
LEMMA 9. (i) For each I e ifz, I e JS?Z. 
(ii) //T0 < Tt in JS?Z, then l0 < lx in &z. 
In particular, ifz is b.q.o. under <, as we claimed in Theorem 2. 
PROOF. If V is clopen in Kt and {x,0)eV with x i D(l), let F = {x e 2ra: 

(x, 0) e V}. V is a clopen interval, and if C is cocountable in F', we claim that there 
is an x' in C'\D(l) with /(x) <z/(x'), for if not then /,;(C'\D(/))<a,(Z)/"(K'\D(/)), 
contradicting the choice of £)(/). Then (x',0) e F and /(x,0) <z/(x',0), and we get 
that {z e V: f(x, 0) <z l(z)} cannot be countable. 

If now x e D(l) and (x,y) e V, there is a sub clopen interval of V contained in 
{x} x 2'°, on which / is homogeneous. To prove (ii), suppose / = (/0,/i): Klo -* Kh 

witnesses l0 < lt. Then trivially g defined by g(x) = f0({x, 0)): 2m -* 2m witnesses that 
/0 ^ 'i- The end of the proof follows immediately from (i), (ii) and the fact that Z is 
b.q.o. if Z is; hence we can apply Lemma 8: Z£\ is b.q.o. H 

We now apply Theorem 2 to the case of BOR2. First, by Theorem 0.2 of the 
Introduction, we need only consider Borel subsets of 2m x 2W, with the lexico
graphic ordering. To each B £ 2ro x 2ra, we can associate lB: 2ra -» BOR^ defined by 
lB(x) = Bx, the section of B at x, viewed as a suborder of 2"\ Of course in general lB is 
not an element of BORl5 for its range need not be countable. We now show how to 
remedy this defect. This is done by analyzing BORx. 

Note first that, except for the two largest points Q and 2™, BOR! consists (up to 
equivalence) of the countable scattered linear orders, SCAT = {A £ Q: Q does not 
embed in 4}; so we analyze SCAT. 

First we define a sequence Z4, E, < w^, of subsets of Q as follows: for each n e Z let 
q>„ be an increasing bijection between Q and Q n ]«, n + 1 [, and define inductively 
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Z 0 = {0} and Zi+1 = y„((p„(Z^)); and if X is limit and £,„ is an increasing sequence 
with X = sup„ <̂ „, define 

zA = u%(z„„,). 
n 

Let SCAT? = {A s Q: A is embeddable in Z J . 
LEMMA 10 (essentially Hausdorff). SCAT = (J? < m iSCAT?. 
PROOF. One easily checks by induction that each Z? is scattered, so that S = 

y i < [ 0 1 SCAT ? is contained in SCAT. Conversely, let A £ Q, A $ S. Define a 
relation on A by x ~ y *-* [x, y] n Ae S. One easily checks that ~ is an equivalence 
on A, and compatible with the order. Moreover if B is an equivalence class, one 
easily checks, by considering sequences coinitial and cofinal in B, that B e S. So A/~ 
cannot consist of only one class. Now easily A/~ is a dense order; hence Q embeds 
in A/~ and A <£ SCAT. H 

LEMMA 11 (essentially Laver [La]). For each £ < m1, SCAT^ is countable (up to 
equivalence). 

PROOF. It immediately follows from the definition of the Z^'s that any A in SCAT? 

is a Z-sum of sets {An)neZ in \Jn<iSCAT, = SCAT<4. So we can define a function 
<p: SCAT4->(SCAT<?)

Z so that A = YJneZ(p{A)(n). And clearly if cp(A) < (p(B) in 
(SCAT)^ (with its canonical order), then A is embeddable in B. Now by Laver's 
theorem each (SCAT)<? is b.q.o.; hence Lemma 11 follows immediately, by 
induction on <̂, from the following fact (proved in Laver [La]): If Z is a countable 
b.q.o. set (up to equivalence), so is Z z (with its canonical order). -\ 

Topologize 2Q with the usual product topology, so that it is a compact metrizable 
space. The embeddability order <, viewed as a subset of 2Q x 2Q, is clearly I[ (and 
in fact complete E\). So the set SCAT s 2Q is tl\. Using Lemma 10, define the 
Hausdorff rank rk on SCAT by tk(A) = least £ {A e SCAT^). 

LEMMA 12. The Hausdorff rank rk is a Tl {-norm on SCAT. 
PROOF. For each A s Q, consider the following inductive definition on Q 2 : 
(i) E0{A) = 0 -
(ii) Ek(A) =[ji<,Ei(A)iox limit 1 
(iii) £4+1(A) = the least transitive relation containing E'^A), where E'^A) — 

{(p,q) e A2: p < q and Vr e A (p < r < q -(p,r) e E^A) or (r,q) e E^A))}. 
This clearly is a A J monotone inductive definition. So Lemma 12 will be proved if 

we establish 

(*) rk(A)<£^(A2n <) s E^A). 

Say that / £ Q is a Q-interval if p, q e 1 and r e ] p, q[ imply r e I. One easily checks 
by the definition of E^A) that for any Q-interval J, E4(A n I) = E^A) n I2. 
Moreover, one also gets, by induction on £, that if (p, q) e E^(A) and r e A n~\p,q\_, 
then (p,r)e E^A) a n d (r> <Z) e E((A)-

We now prove (*), by induction on £,. 
Case £, = 0. One has rk(A) = 0 *-> card A < 1 <->• 4 2 n < = 0 , so (*) is true for 

S = 0. 
Limit case. Let A be limit, and ^„ an increasing sequence with sup £„ = X. First if 

rk(A) <, X, Q can be partitioned into a sequence (/„)n6Z of Q-intervals, with J„ < Im 
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for n < m, such that Vn rk(A n /„) < £„ < X; hence, by the induction hypothesis, 
{A n /„)2 n < £ £ J , 4 n /„) £ EJ/1). 

Suppose now (p,q)e A2 n <, sayp e/4 n 7„0and<j 6 > l n /Bi, with n0 < nj.Then 
by transitivity of the £*'s, one gets (p,q)e EiN+l(A), where £N = sup{^„: n e 
[«o»ni]} < -̂ Conversely, assume A2 n < £ £*(/!). By the remarks above, we get, 
for all (p, q) e A2 n <, that (X n [p, a])2 n < c £^(.4) for some n; hence, by the 
induction hypothesis, rk(>l n [p,q]) < £„. But then by considering sequences 
coinitial and cofinal in A, one easily embeds X in Zx, showing that rk(/4) < X. 

Successor case. First suppose rk(A) < £ + 1, and as before let (/n)„6Z be a se
quence of Q-intervals witnessing it. As before, one gets by the induction hypothesis 
(A n l„)2 n < s £$(.4). But then it follows that for p e Ino n A, q e Ini n A with 
p < <z, and Ip r> A = 0 for p e l ^ n ^ , one has (p,q) e E\(A), by its very defini
tion. And finally, by transitivity, A2 n < ££ 4 + 1 ( / l ) as desired. Conversely if 
A2 n < £ £4+1(y4), one easily finds a (sub-)Z-sequence (<jf„)„6Z in X which is co-
initial and cofinal in A, and such that (q„, q„ + J e £'^(/t) for all n in its domain. Using 
the definition of E'^A), this allows us to build Q-intervals /„ covering A with q„ e /„, 
and (A n 7„)2 n < £ E%(A), so that rk(X n /„) < £ by the induction hypothesis, 
and ik(A) < 5, + 1. H 

THEOREM 13. Let B £ 2 " x 2 f f l f e Bore/. TTiere exists a partition of 2ro into Borel 
sets £„, new, and Borel sets An, n e a), in 2™, such that B is equivalent (for the 
embeddability relation on BOR2) to the Borel set B defined by B = (J„(B„ x A„). 

PROOF. If B = 2m x 2m, we can take B0 = A0 = 2m. Otherwise, by 0.3, we may 
assume B c 2C0 x Q. For each x e 2W, let B* = {<?: (x, <?) e B} c Q. 

Case a. {x: Q embeds in Bx} is uncountable. As this set is I{ in 2m, it contains a 
perfect subset, and clearly B is equivalent to 2m x Q, so that we can take B0 = 2a 

and A0 = Q. 
Case b. B0 = {x: Q embeds in Bx} is countable. Then 2<o\B0 is Borel, and, for 

x e 2£I,\B0, Bx e SCAT. By the boundedness theorem, we get from Lemma 12 that 
sup{rk(Bx): x e 2ra\B0} < cou i.e. {Bx, x e 2ro\B0} c SCAT,, for some £ But then, 
from Lemma 11, this set is countable, up to equivalence, so that we can find a 
(finite or infinite) sequence of inequivalent subsets A„ in Q such that Vx e 2m\B0 3n 
Bx = An. Then let Bn = {x e 2m\B0: Bx = 4„}. Again each B„ is 1} in 2ra, and B0 

and the B„'s form a partition of 2ra, so that the B„'s are Borel. Finally let also A0 = Q, 
and consider B = (J„(B„ x 4„). Then B and B are equivalent in BOR2, as in fact 
for each x e 2m, Bx and Bx are equivalent in BORt. H 

THEOREM 14. T/ie set BOR2, quasi-ordered by embeddability, is a better-quasi-
ordering. 

PROOF. TO each order X in BOR2 we can associate an equivalent Borel subset Bx 

of 2m x 2m by 0.2, hence by Theorem 13 an equivalent Borel set Bx = \JnBn x A„, 
with (B„) a Borel partition of 2ra and A„ in BORt. Then define lx: 2a -> BORi by 
lx(x) - (B~x)x- By the very form of Bx, we get that lx is an element of -S^OR,-

Moreover one easily checks that if lx < lY in i?B0Rl, then Bx < BY for embeddability; 
hence X < Y. 

But BORj is b.q.o. by Laver's Theorem 1; hence ^BORl is b.q.o. too by Theorem 2. 
So finally BOR2 is b.q.o. H 

There is another natural quasi-order on BOR: Define X <Bor Y if there is a Borel 
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increasing embedding from X into Y. That this quasi-ordering is also b.q.o. on 
BOR2 is an immediate consequence of 

THEOREM 15. The orderings < and <Bor coincide on BOR2. 
For higher dimensions, we do not know if < and <Bor are the same, nor if <Bor is 

b.q.o., under any assumption. 
To prove Theorem 15, we will use the following lemma, conjectured by Leo 

Harrington in a conversation on the subject. 
LEMMA 16. Let X and Y be two A } orders in SCAT. / / X embeds in Y, then X A {-

embeds in Y, i.e. there is a A J strictly increasing function f: X -» Y. 
PROOF. Let A {-SCAT be the least class of subsets of Q satisfying 
(i) singletons are in zl}-SCAT, and 
(ii) if A £ Q is such that there exists a A } sequence (7„)„6Z of Q-intervals which is 

increasing and covers A, and such that, for each n e Z, /„ n A e A J-SCAT, then A 
e A {-SCAT. 

It is clear that A {-SCAT is contained both in A { and SCAT. In fact A {-SCAT = 
A\ n SCAT, for if A e A{ is not in A}-SCAT, consider the (equivalence) relation 
on A denned by x ~ y <-> A n \_x,y] e A {-SCAT. One easily checks it is a /In
equivalence relation, and compatible with the order. If there is only one equivalence 
class, one easily checks A e A J-SCAT. So it remains to show the order is dense on the 
classes. But if x < y in A are in adjacent classes X and Y, then [_x,y] n X and 
[x,y~\ n Y must be A\; hence one can find a A{-sequence cofinal in X and a A\-
sequence coinitial in Y, from which it easily follows that in fact [ x , y ] n ^ e J | -
SCAT too, a contradiction proving our claim. 

An initial segment / of a subset A of Q is just a downwards closed subset of it (and 
similarly for a final segment). We now claim that if A is a A {-SCAT set, every initial 
segment (and any final segment) is A {. (Note that the converse also holds, by a 
cardinality argument). This is easily proved by induction, for it is trivial for 
singletons, and for Z too. And if A = (J„eZ04 n /„), for an increasing A {-sequence 
of Q intervals covering A, and the result is known for the A„'s, then any (nontrivial) 
initial segment of A will be of the form \Jn<no(A n /„) u B with n0 e Z and B an 
initial segment of A„0, so that the result holds for A. 

We now prove the lemma, that for X, Y A } in SCAT, X embeds in Y implies X A\-
embeds in Y, by induction on X in A {-SCAT. The case of singletons is trivial. 

Suppose now X = X0 + Xu with X0, Xt in d{-SCAT. Let / t = {q e Y: X0 

embeds in Y<q = {q' e Y, q' < q}}, and I0 = {q e Y: Xt embeds in Y>q = 
\q' e Y, q' > q}}. Clearly I0 is initial in Y, and / t is final in Y, so that both are 
A\ in Y. 

Assume now the result is known for X0 and Xt . We prove it for X. If there is a 
q e / 0 n / [ , w e can A {-embed X0 in Y<q and A {-embed Xx in Y>q, so we are done. 
If now 70 0 / ! = 0 , note that if / : X -» Y is any embedding, then for each x e X0 

we have f(x) e I0 (as witnessed by / \Xl), and similarly for each x e Xt we have 
/(x) e lt. This means X0 A {-embeds in /0 , and Xl A {-embeds in Iu and as I0 < Ilt 

we are done too. We now go to the general case, i.e. X = £„ e Z X„, with Xn intervals 
in X, the result being known for the X„'s. First, by the previous result, it is enough to 
do it for X - S„6raXn and X' = Y4„em'X„. Let us do the first, the second being 
similar. 
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Next we claim it is enough to do it in the case where for every n e a> the set 
{m > n: X„ (A[-) embeds in Xm} is infinite (*). To see this, consider the following 
sequence of elements of SCAT": l„(p) = Xn+P. Using the w.q.o. property of SCAT'", 
we know that there is n0 < nx such that l„0 <SCAT<» 'ni- But then easily the sequence 
(Xn)„>n0 satisfies (*). And as X = I 0 < n <« 0

x - + t„>„0X„, it is enough by the above 
fact again to prove it for E„>„0X„. So we assume that (*) is satisfied. 

Consider, in Y, the sets Jx = {q e Y: X does not embed in Y>q} and /0 = Y\It. I0 

is an initial segment of Y, hence is A \. First we claim X embeds in I0. For if/ is any 
embedding of X into Y, one must have f(X) ^ I0.lf not, if for some x in (say) X„ we 
have f(x) e 71? then Y.P>„XP embeds in Y>f(x). But by (*) X embeds in ZP>„XP, 
contradicting the definition of lx. Applying this to each Y>q, q e I0, gives that X 
embeds in each (/0)><,> <i e h- This implies that for each q e I0 and each n, there is a 
q' e I0 such that X„ embeds in ]<jf,q'] n Y, hence zl}-embeds in it. And by A\-
choice, one finally can embed X in Y in a A }-way. -\ 

PROOF OF THEOREM 15. We want to show that if X embeds in Y, X, Ye BOR2, 
then X Borel embeds in Y. 

First, if Y = 2M x 2ro, then, by 0.2, 2" x 2a continuously embeds in Y, and X 
Borel embeds in 2a x 2m, so we are done. 

If Y = 2ro x Q, we are done similarly by 0.3. So it remains to look at the case 
where X and Y are Borel subsets of 2a x Q, and the sets Dx = {x e 2m: Xx = Q} and 
DY = {x e 2°>: Yx = Q} are countable. Let / : X -» Y be any embedding of X into Y. 
Let C0 = nX = {x: Xx # 0 } . Then C0 is Borel in 2W. 

Let D0 = {x e C0: /"X,. is not contained in a unique yy}. Clearly D0 is countable. 
Let £>! = {x e C0: 3x' # x / " X , and f"Xx- meet the same y,,}. Again Dx is count

able, and on the Borel set Cx = C0\(D0 u D J one can define a strictly increasing 
function f0:C1^ 2m by putting /0(x) = the unique y such that f"X„ c Yv. 

Finally, let C2 = C^iDx u /0"'(i)y)). Choose a0 so that X, y and C2 are /li(a0), 
and / 0 (which is a first class function) is A }(a0) too. Using the relativized version of 
Lemma 16, we have for each x E C2 that Xx and Y^) are zl }(a0, x) orders in SCAT 
with Xx < Yfo(x), hence with Xx A {(a0, x)-embeddable in Yfoix). And by A \ -choice, we 
get a Borel function q>: C2 -» QQ such that, for each x, <p(x) is an embedding of Xx 

into l } o W . Pick also, for x e C^Ci, some embedding \jj(x) of X^ into YfMx), and 
define a function g: X -» 7 by 

0(^,«) = 

/(x,^f) i f x e C \ C i , 

(/oW»^W(«)) if x e CAC 2 , 
(/o(x), (jp(x)(q)) i f x e C 2 . 

Clearly g is Borel, and an embedding from X into y H 

§2. Topological b.q.o. sets and the case of BOR„, n < co. The main difficulty when 
trying to extend the techniques of §1 to the case of BOR„, n < co, is that we do not 
know of any analog of Theorem 1.13 which would reduce the case of BOR„ +: to the 
case of ^?BOR^ as we did for n = 1. 

Of course we still can associate to a Borel set B £ 2m x 2'°'" a function lB: 2a -* 
BOR„ by /B(x) = Bx, but this function is not in -£?BORn in general. This means that 
we are led to studying functions from 2a into b.q.o. sets Z which are not Borel for the 
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discrete topology on Z, but only Borel for some topology on Z, i.e. to study 
topological b.q.o. sets Z. This has two effects on what we did in §1. The first is that the 
various games we considered will not be automatically Borel, but of complexity 
roughly that of < z . And because in the applications the orders < z will be quite 
complicated (e.g. the simplest of them, the embeddability order on DEN, is complete 
Z\), this explains why determinacy hypotheses get into the picture. 

The second effect is even worse. In most cases, the various bad arrays which 
were constructed in the proofs of §1 were obtained from previous bad arrays. 
Unfortunately, there is one place, in Lemma 1.7, where a bad array is denned 
ex nihilo from some / e i?z. And if we only assume / is Borel for some topology on 
Z, the associated "array" is not an array anymore. This means we also have to 
change the notion of arrays, and the notion of b.q.o. set. And then we have to 
reprove most of the classical results (including Laver's theorem) and the results of 
§1 for the new notion. This explains the following definition. 

DEFINITION 1. (i) A topological quasi-order (t.q.o.) is a quasi-order (Z, <z) with Z a 
topological space. 

(ii) A topological Z-array is a function / with domain [Z 0 ] for some Z 0 e [pi] and 
values in the t.q.o. Z, which is a Borel map. The topological Z-array / is good if for 
SomcXe\_X0lf(X)<zf(X

+). 
(iii) A t.q.o. set Z is topologically better quasi-ordered (t.b.q.o.) if every topological 

Z-array is good. 
So Definition 1 is the natural analog of the definition for b.q.o. sets, and the two 

notions coincide when Z is a discrete space, or when Z is countable. 
We will be interested in t.q.o. sets Z which are subspaces of Polish spaces. Below 

we will denote by F and A pointclasses (in Polish spaces) which are closed under 
Borel substitutions, countable unions and intersections, and contain the Borel sets, 
with r admitting universal sets, and A self-dual (i.e. closed under complementation). 
As usual, f will denote the dual class of T, i.e. the class of complements of sets in T, 
and A(r) its ambiguous part, defined by A(T) = T n f. 

The projective hierarchy over A is defined by induction on n e co by Z0(A) = 
n0(A) = A, and 

Zn+1(A) = 3nn(A), nn+i(A) = Zn+1(A), 

An + l(A) = A(Zn + l(A)) = Zn + 1(A) n nn+l(A), 

where 3r is the class of projections into the Polish space P of T-subsets of P x eo°\ 
So in particular if A = A \, we get the usual projective hierarchy, and if A is the 

Borel cr-field generated by IND, the class of inductive sets, we get the usual hierarchy 
(I*,H*,d*)(sce[M]). 

Given a topological q.o. set Z, we will say that Z e A if Z, as a topological space, is 
a subspace of some Polish space P, and in P both Z and < z are A -relations. 

Of course, we will need some properties of the pointclasses r we will consider. Let 
us denote by Det(f) the statement that every (integer) game with payoff in r is 
determined; by Ramsey(r), the statement that every subset of [aj] in f has the 
Ramsey property; and by RamseyUnif(r) the following statement: If P is a Polish 
space and A £ [co] x P is a T-set such that VX e [a>] 3x e P (X, x) e A, then there 
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exists an X0 e [co] and a continuous function / : [X0] -* P such that VX £ [X0] 
(X,f(X))eA. 

Our main hypothesis on a class F will be 

H(r) <-> Det(r) A Ramsey(r) A RamseyUnif(r). 

It follows from results of Harrington and Kechris [HK] that projective 
determinacy (PD) implies H(Ij,) for all n. Also Woodin [W] has shown that 
hyperprojective determinacy (HPD) implies H(l*) for all n. 

We now proceed to prove the analog of Laver's Theorem 1.1 in the topological 
setting. Our proof will closely follow Simpson's presentation [S] of Laver's results, 
except for the proof of the "minimalization" lemma, where Simpson's proof does 
not extend to our setting, and where we use the nice simplification due to van 
Engelen, Miller, and Steel [vEMS]. 

LEMMA 2. Let Z1 and Z2 be two t.b.q.o. sets in A. If H(A) holds, then Zx x Z2 and 
Zx + Z2 (with the product and sum topologies, respectively) are t.b.q.o. in A too. 

PROOF. Immediate from Ramsey(.d). H 
If A and T are two classes with A £ A(r), and Z is a t.q.o. in A, we can topologize 

the T-subsets of Z using T-codes (via some universal T-set G), i.e. set 

0>r(Z) = {a e co<°: Gx £ Z} 

and, for a, J? e 0>r(Z), 

a ^&ri.z) P •*""* «« ^p(Z) Gf, 

i.e. Vx e Gx By e Gf x <zy. A quick computation gives 0*r(Z) in A2(r) and <&r(Z) in 

n2(n 
LEMMA 3. Let Z be a t.b.q.o. in A, and let F be such that A £ A(T) and H(A2(r)) 

holds. Then 3?r(Z) is t.b.q.o. in A3(r). 
PROOF. If / is a bad topological SPT(Z) array, we know that for each X e d o m / 

3x e GfiX) Vy G Gj(x+) x £zy- Using RamseyUnif^tr)) , we get an X0 e d o m / and 
some continuous g: [X0] -» Z such that g(X) e Gfm and Vy e Gf(X*) g(X) £zy for 
X e [X0]. Hence g is a bad topological Z-array. -\ 

We now want to topologize ZDEN, for Z a t.q.o. set. The easiest way to do it is to 
consider countable orders as subsets of Q. So let Zif = Z u {*}, where * is a new 
extra point which is both isolated and incomparable to the other elements in Z+. For 
/ e Z%, we let dom/ = {q: l(q) ¥= *}, and identify ZDEN with Z%, with the product 
topology, and the order l0 <ZDEN /t <-> 3f increasing: dom /0 -» dom /, Vq e dom /0 

'o(«) <zh(f (<!))• Clearly if Z is a t.q.o. in A, ZDEN is in A2(A). 
THEOREM 4 (Essentially Laver, [La, Theorem 1.1]). Let Z be a t.b.q.o. set in A. If 

H{A3(Aj) holds, ZDEN is t.b.q.o. (in A2(A)\ 
The main step in proving this result is the "minimal bad array lemma": Suppose 

Z is a topological q.o. set, and <' is a strict well-founded quasi-order on Z with 
x <' y => x <z y. Let x <' y <-» x < 'v or x = y, and for / , g topological Z-arrays, 
define 

f<'g*-* d o m / £ domgf and VX e d o m / / ( X ) <'#(X), 

/ < ' # <-+ d o m / £ dom^ and VX e d o m / / ( X ) <'gf(X). 
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LEMMA 5 ("Minimal bad array lemma"). / / / is a bad topological Z-array, then 
there is a bad topological Z-array g such that g < ' / , and g is minimal with this 
property, i.e. if h is a topological Z-array and h <' g, then h is good. 

PROOF. The proof of the lemma for the discrete case given in [vEMS] extends to 
the topological case mutatis mutandis. —\ 

For Z a t.q.o. in A, let Z-0' = {/ e ZDEN: dom / < co}, with the induced order and 
topology. Z-a is in A2(A). 

LEMMA 6. Assume H(A2(A)), and let Z be a t.q.o. in A, and f a bad topological 
Z~a'-array. Then there exists an array k into co such that dom/c ^ d o m / and, for 
X 6 dom k, k(X) e dom f(X), and X \—* f(X)(k(X)) is a bad topological Z-array. 

In particular, if Z is t.b.q.o. in A,Z-m is t.b.q.o. (in A2(A)). 
PROOF. For / e ZDEN and / I g Q , define 

J/(x) if x e A, 

^ W = j * if not, 

and, for q e Q, denote / C{reQ. r<q) by / \r For l0, lx in Z-m, let 

l0 <' lt <-» 3n e dom /t l0 = lt \„. 

Clearly we can apply Lemma 5 to the (strict well-founded) order <' and / , and get 
some g < f which is minimal bad. And as g(X) is always a restriction of f(X), it is 
enough to prove the lemma for g. We know that for X e dom g we have 
g(X) £z^g(X+Y, hence easily there is an nx e domg{X) such that 

g{X)\nx<z^g(X% but g(X)\nx + 1£z<_„g(X+). 

By RamseyUnif(<d2(^))> nx can be chosen continuously in X, by restricting domg. 
But then h(X) = g(X) \„x is a topological Z~m array, with h(X) < ' g(X), and so it is 
good; and by using Ramsey(J2(^)) and restricting the domain of h, we may assume 
h(X) <z<<o h{X+) for X e dom h, so that one must have g(X){nx) £z9(X+)(nx+)> i.e. 
the array k: dom h -»oi defined by k(X) = nx works. -\ 

Define now ZSCAT = {/ e ZDEN: dom/ e SCAT}, with the induced order and 
topology. Again if Z is in A, ZSCAT is in A2(A). 

LEMMA 7. Assume H(A3(A)). If Z is a t.q.o. set in A and f is a bad topological 
ZSCAT-array, there is an array k into Q with dom k c dom / and, for X e dom k, 
k(X)edomf(X), such that X i—• f(X)(k(X)) is a bad topological Z-array. In 
particular, if Z is t.b.q.o. in A, ZSCAT is t.b.q.o. in A2(A). 

PROOF. Define, for l0, /, in ZSCAT, 

/„ <'h <-» dom/0 £ dom/i and l0 = lx \domlo 

and rk(dom/0) < rk(dom/1) 

where rk is the /7}-norm on SCAT we defined in §1. 
Applying Lemma 5 again to <' and / , we get a minimal bad g <' f, and as g(X) is a 

restriction of f(X) it is enough to prove the lemma for g. By restricting dom g, using 
the usual Ramsey theorem, we may assume that either VX e domgf domg{X) = 0 
or VX e domgf dom{g(X)) is a singleton or VX e domgTk(domg(X)) > 1. The first 
case is clearly impossible, and the second case is exactly what we want. So it remains 
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to show that the third case is impossible. So assume rk(dom#(X)) > 1 for X e 
dom g. By the definition of rk, this means that for each X we can find an increasing 
function ux from Z into the Q-intervals, with (J„ ux(n) = Q, and for all n e Z 

rk(domgPO n ux(rij) < rk(domgf(X)). 

This allows us to define, using RamseyUnif(zJ2(/l)), a topological array h into 
( Z S C A T ) S m x ( Z S C A T ) ^ b y h{X) = { h i ( x l h A X % w h e r e h i { x ) { n ) = g ( x ) L x ( n ) for 

ne co and h2(X)(n) = g(X) \uxi-n) for neco, which clearly must be bad too. Using 
Lemma 6 for ZSCAT (which is possible by H(A3(A))), one easily gets a bad topological 
array k with dom k £ dom g, and of the form 

k(X) = g(X) ux(nx) 

for some nx e Z. But as rk(dom g(X) n ux(nx)) < rk(dom g(X)), this contradicts the 
minimality of g and finishes the proof. -H 

The following lemma is proved in Laver [La, Theorem 4.5]. 
LEMMA 8. Let Zbea well-quasi-order. For each I e ZDEN, there exists a set A £ Q, 

A e SCAT, and an increasing function q>: Q ~* A such that, for any qe A, 
—either (p~x{q) is a singleton, 
—or cp~1(q) is equivalent to Q, and moreover if Z(q) = {l(q'Y q' e <p l(q) n dom/}, 

then, for any /' e Z(q)DEN, V < I \9-,M. 
PROOF OF THEOREM 4. We argue by contradiction, and let / be a bad topological 

ZDEN array. As Z is w.q.o., we can apply Lemma 8 to each f(X), X e dom / , to get a 
pair (Ax,cpx) satisfying Lemma 8. Using RamseyUnif(zd3(^)) and restricting the 
domain of / , we may assume (Ax,q>x) depends continuously on X e dom/ . This 
easily allows us to define a topological array h in ^W(Z)S C A T, where ^ M ( Z ) is the 
space of countable subsets of Z (with its usual order and the natural topology 
inherited from ^(Z)™), obtained by associating to X e d o m / the function h(X) in 
^<ra(Z)DEN denned by 

1 M) \{f(X)(q'): q'evM" dom f} if qeAx-

One easily checks using the properties of (Ax, cpx) that h must be bad if / is. Now by 
the same proof as in Lemma 3, one easily gets from H(A) that if Z is t.b.q.o. in A, so is 
8?&01(Z). And Lemma 7 for ^ m ( Z ) shows that h cannot be bad, a contradiction which 
finishes the proof. -\ 

Theorem 4 is the exact analog of 1.1 in the topological setting. We now proceed to 
prove an analog of 1.2. As the proofs will closely follow the proofs given in §1, we will 
be very sketchy. 

To simplify the computations a bit, let us assume that A = AX{A), and define for Z 
a t.q.o. set 

j£? A
z = {I: 2m->Z:l is A -measurable}, 

which we quasi-order, as before, by 

l0 < h <-> 3 / strictly increasing: 2ra -> 2ra Vx l0(x) <z ^(/(x)) 

and topologize by replacing the elements of JS?| by Zt(A) codes of their graphs in 
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2"' x Z (so that formally i f f should be this set of codes, and not the set of func
tions; but we will continue with this slight abuse). It is not hard to check that if Z 
is in A, then (iff, <) is in A3{A) (in the codes). 

THEOREM 9 (see Theorem 1.2). Assume H(A1(A)). Suppose Z is t.b.q.o. in A. Then 
(i^z, <) is t.b.q.o. in A3(A). 

Define another order on iff by 

/0 < w ' i *-* VC0 cocountable in 2m 3Cj cocountable in 2m 

and 3 / continuous: C0 -> Ct Vx e C0 /0(x) <z ^(/(x)). 

One easily gets, for Z t.q.o. in A, that (iff, < w) is AA(A). From now on, we assume Z 
is t.b.q.o. in A. 

LEMMA 10 (see 1.3 and 1.4). / / H(A2(A)) holds, (if f, < w) is t.b.q.o. 
PROOF. The only point is to prove the analog of 1.3, that the Wadge order is 

t.b.q.o. And this follows from the fact that the Wadge games are determined, because 
they are in A, and that by using RamseyUnif(771 {A)) one can uniformly pick winning 
strategies in the games. H 

Let (iff)0 be the set of homogeneous elements of i f f (see Definition 1.5), and 
(iff)1 the set of homogeneous non-self-dual elements of iff. 

One can check that ((iff)0, <) is A3(A) and ((iff)1, < ) is A5{A), for Z in A. 
LEMMA 11 (see 1.6). Assume H(A2(A)). If l0, /j e (iff)1 and l0 < w / l 5 then l0 < lx. 

So in particular (iff)1 is t.b.q.o. (in A5{A)). 
PROOF. The proof of 1.6 goes through without changes. The only point is that the 

cut-and-choose game must be determined. But it is A2(A). The second assertion then 
follows from Lemma 10. -H 

Lemma 1.7 goes through in the new setting without any change—we chose the 
definitions to get that. 

LEMMA 12 (see 1.8). Assume H(A-,(A)). Let I e (iff)0. There exists a partition P of 
2W into countably many closed intervals such that, for W e P, either W is a singleton, or 
W is clopen in 2™ and I \w e (^i)1. In particular, (£?i)° is t.b.q.o. 

PROOF. The first statement is proved by induction on < w on £"£, which is well-
founded by Lemma 10, in exactly the same way as Lemma 1.8. 

For the second statement, note that the property of the partition associated to / in 
the first statement is AS(A); hence by RamseyUnif(J5(^)), one reduces the t.b.q.o. 
property of (if z)° to that of [( if | ) 1]D E N. And HiA^A)) is what is needed to apply 
Lemma 11 and Theorem 4. H 

PROOF OF THEOREM 9. Let Z = Z x {0,1}, which is t.b.q.o. in A by Lemma 2. As 
in the first section, we can associate to each / e !£\ a function le(yf)°, using the 
fact that ^jl(zi)(Z) is t.b.q.o. by Lemma 3. The property of the / associated to / is 
AA{A), so that by RamseyUnif(A4(A)) we reduce the t.b.q.o. property of i f z to that of 
(iff)0, and Lemma 12 allows us to conclude the proof. H 

We can now apply Theorem 9 to our original problem. For p <a>, define A-hOp = 
{A £ 2">'p, Ae A, with the order induced by the lexicographic ordering on 2 r a p } , 
which we quasi-order by embeddability. 

THEOREM 13. Assume that for all n < a, H(An(A)) holds. Then, for all p < a>, 
A-LOp is b.q.o. under embeddability. 
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Note that Theorem 13 can be applied to each A„(A) class, to give under the same 
hypothesis that A„(A)-LOp is b.q.o., for all n and all p. However, it does not say that 

({J„eo>A„(A))-LOp is b.q.o., nor that [jpeo,(A-LOp) is b.q.o. under embeddability. 
In case A = A\, the hypothesis Vn H{Al) follows from PD (see [HK]). Hence 

we get 
COROLLARY 14 (PD). For all n and p, l\-\.Op is b.q.o. under embeddability. In 

particular, BOR<(0 = U„BOR„ is b.q.o. 
PROOF. The first statement is immediate from Theorem 13. For the second one, 

Theorem 0.2 shows that BOR„ is isomorphic to A\-LO„, so each BOR„ is b.q.o. 
And finally BOR<(U is b.q.o. too, as, by 0.2 again, any element in BOR<co is compar
able to all the orders 2r a", n e a>. -\ 

PROOF OF THEOREM 13. Define Z£(n\A) inductively by ^{1)(A) = i?f0il) and 

One easily embeds A-LO^ into Z£m{A) by (continuously in the codes) associating 
to each J-LOx set A a ^(JJ-code of its characteristic function \A: 2m -»{0,1} 
(having of course chosen the codes with respect to some good universal ^(JJ-set). 
And similarly by induction, we can associate to each A-LOn+1 set A the (continuous) 
function: 2ro -* Z£(n\A) which to each xe2a associates the object of Z£(n)(A) as
sociated to Ax. And by induction, one easily checks that the quasi-order on £C{n)(A) 
is finer than the original order on A-LOn, so that Theorem 13 follows from Theo
rem 9 and the hypothesis that for all n, H(An(A)) holds. H 

REMARK. As the reader has probably noticed, we did not try to be optimal in our 
computations, i.e. on the amount of hypothesis H we need each time. For example, 
the number 7 in Theorem 9 is probably too big when one looks at specific classes like 
A\, and the amount of determinacy for getting, say, that BOR„ is b.q.o. (which by 
our computation would be A \n) can certainly be lowered. But we did not care being 
more precise, first because we still need all of PD to get that BOR<m is b.q.o., and 
second because we believe that this last fact is a theorem of ZFC, although we do not 
know how to prove it without PD. 

§3. A. b.q.o. result for labelled trees and the BORra case. In §1, to each class <€ of 
structures and morphisms between them such that the identities are ^-morphisms 
and ^-morphisms are closed under composition, we associated an operation 
Z -» Zv on q.o. classes, where if Z is q.o., one sets 

Z* = {/: dom / is a ^-structure, range(/) £ Z}, 

quasi-ordered by 

/0 < /i <-> 3^-morphism / : dom l0 -* dom /x Vx e dom /0(/0(x) ^z 'i(/(*)))• 

We said there that # preserves b.q.o. if for each b.q.o. set Z the set Z* is also b.q.o. 
Note that if <€ preserves b.q.o., we can iterate, i.e. (Z*)* will also be b.q.o. if Z is, and 
so on. Can this be iterated transfinitely? We do not know the answer in general, but 
we will be able to answer positively by strengthening a bit the property of 
preservation of the b.q.o. property. 
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DEFINITION 1. Let (€ be a class of structures. We say that <& reflects bad arrays if 
for every quasi-order Z and every bad Z*-array / , if 

(*) VZ e d o m / Range(/(X)) is b.q.o. (for the quasi-order induced by <z), 

then there is an X0 e d o m / and a function k with domain [X0] such that 
(i) k(X) e dom(/(X)) for X e [X0], and 
(ii) g: [X0] -> Z defined by g(X) = f(X){k(X)) is a bad Z-array. 
It trivially follows from the definition that if ^ reflects bad arrays, ^ preserves 

b.q.o. Condition (*) in the definition may look quite unnatural, and one could also 
consider the stronger notion obtained by considering all bad arrays instead of only 
those satisfying (*). Indeed, quite natural classes, like ON or SCAT (with the strictly 
increasing functions as morphisms) do satisfy the stronger property, as proved by 
Laver [La] (see our Lemmas 2.6 and 2.7). However, the stronger property is not 
known e.g. for the class DEN, whereas one can easily extract from Laver's proof of 
his main theorem the following. 

THEOREM 2. The class DEN (with strictly increasing functions as morphisms) 
reflects bad arrays. 

PROOF. Let Z be a q.o. set, and / a bad ZDEN array satisfying (*). For each X in 
dom/, the set Zx = range( f(X)) is b.q.o.; hence by Laver's result (ZX)DEN is b.q.o. 
But then we can apply Lemma 2.8 to f(X), and associate to it an element f{X) in 
0>{ZX)SCAT. This can easily be done so that the function / : d o m / -> {[jx^(Zx))

SCAT 

is a bad (C^(Zy))SCAT-array. Using Laver's result for SCAT, / can be reflected to a 
bad ^(Z)-array g, and then to a bad Z-array h. By looking at the definition of/, one 
easily checks that h also reflects / , i.e. that for X e dom h, h(X) is in the range of f{X). 

H 
We now define from *£ a new class of structures and morphisms: 
DEFINITION 3. ^-tree is the following class of structures and morphisms: 
(1) A structure in ^-tree is a pair (T, cp) consisting of a tree T on some set, and of a 

function q>: T -> ̂ -structure such that for all s e T the domain |<j()(s)| of the structure 
cp(s) is {x: s'x e T} = Succ(s, T). 

(2) If (T0,<p0) and (Tl,q>l) are ^-trees, a ^-tree morphism between them is a 
function / : TQ -> T, which satisfies the following two conditions: 

(i) / is a morphism of trees, i.e. (a) if s$£ t in T0, then /(s) £ f(t) in Tj, and 
(b)/(inf(s,t)) = inf(/(s),/(r)). 

(ii) For each s in T0, if we define a function fs from Succ(s, T0) into Succ(/(s), Ti) 
by fs(x) — f(s~x)(lh(s)), then this function fs is a "^-morphism between the two <€-
structures <p0(s) and <Pi(/(s)). 

The main result of this section is 
THEOREM 4. Let <€ be a class of structures which reflects bad arrays. Then the class 

^l-tree also reflects bad arrays, hence, in particular, if Z is b.q.o., so is z*"tree. 
This result encompasses most of the b.q.o. results known for trees and labelled 

trees. In particular, if one takes for c£ the class of sets, with all functions as 
morphisms, one gets the Nash-Williams theorem on trees, with tree-morphisms 
[NW1], and its labelled version (Laver [La]); and if one takes for <& the class 
consisting of the unique structure ({0,1}, <)—with 0 < 1 this time—and unique 
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morphism the identity, then the class <^-tree is easily isomorphic to (Q, <) with 
strictly increasing functions as morphisms, so that one gets Theorem 2 again. 

The proof of Theorem 4, although a bit technical, is a simple elaboration on 
Nash-Williams' proof of his tree-theorem. 

From now on, fix a q.o. Z.lf le Z*~tree, we let (Tt, <p,) be its domain, and for s e T, 
we denote by/ fs the element of Z*",rce defined by / \s = / l^,,,,^, where (7},<p,)s is the 
pair consisting of the tree (T,)s and the function (<p,)s defined by 

(7J), = {t: s~t e Tt}, (q>t)M{t) = <p,(s~t). 

An element / e z*"lree is nice if there is no infinite sequence s0 $! *i 5 • • • £ s„ ^ • • • 
in Tx such that I \Sa > I \SI > • • • > I \Sn > • • • (where > refers to the canonical order 
onZ*-,,ee). 

For each / e z*"tree, let N(l) = {I \s: s e Tt, I \s is nice}. 
LEMMA 5. Let Z be b.q.o., and I e Z*"tree. If N(l) is b.q.o., then I is nice. 
PROOF (by contradiction). We assume that N(l) is b.q.o. but / is not nice. Let * be a 

point different from all the other objects we consider, and incomparable to them, 
and for each s e Tt consider the following object 6(s): 

6(s) = (l(s),usy, 

where us is the function defined on Succ(s, T,) by 

, , J I U iU\s~xeN(l), 
«,(x) - < .. 

[* if not, 

and let &(s) = {6(t): teTht^s}. 
Note that us is an element of (N(l) u {*})*, so 0(s) is an element of 3P(Z x 

{N(l) u {*})*), and we can order the 0(s)'s accordingly. By our hypotheses on Z, 
N(/) and #, 0 = {@(s), s e 7]} is b.q.o. under its canonical order. 

So to get the desired contradiction, it is enough to prove that: 
(*) For each s e Tt with / \s $ N(l), one can find a t e T, with s$t,l\t4 N(l), and 

0(s) > 0(t). 
Indeed, then one easily gets a strictly decreasing sequence in 0. 
So, assume (*) is false, to get a contradiction. This means that for some s0 e Tt one 

has / \so $ N(l), but for any t 2 s0 with / \, $ N(l) one has 0(t) -ft 0(so). And (as 
clearly 0(f) < 0(soj) this means 0(t) = 0(so). As / fSo $ N(l), there is a t0 2 s0 such 
that / r,0 < / L and / t,0 ^ N(/). 

We will finish the proof by constructing a 'g'-tree morphism / : (T,, (pt)So -> (Th (p,)(0 

witnessing that / \so < I \,0. 
This is done by induction on the length of the sequences in (75)So. First, / \so and 

/ C,0 are not nice, and 0(so) = 0(to). In particular, this means that for some t e (Tt)t0 

we have 6{s0) < 9(t). Set f(0) = t. Using the definition of 6, we already get 
l(s0) < l(to t), as desired. We also get a function g which witnesses that uSQ < u,0~„ i.e. 

(i) if xeSucc(s0 ,T) is such that / \s~xeN(l), then g(x) e Succ(t0~ t, T,) and 
' \to-t~giX) e N(l), and / \s~x < I \t0~,-g(x); and 

(ii) if x e Succ(s0, T,) is such that / |>x $ N(l), then / \ta~,-g(x) $ N(l). 
If we are in case (i), we can define / « x » = t~g(x), and then define / on the 

successors of <x> in T, by using the function which witnesses that / \so~x < I \l<rt-g(x). 
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If we are in case (ii), then s, = s0~x and ^ = t0~t~g(x) satisfy / fsi 4 N(l), I \tl 

$ N(l) and (as st and tt are extensions of s0) 0(st) = 0(so) — ®(*i)> so that we can 
start for sx and f, the argument we just made for s0 and f0. Clearly, this lets us 
inductively define completely a ^-tree morphism / as desired. —\ 

Let / e Z*"tree, and suppose / is nice. We associate to / and s e Tt the objects 
(//(/, s) = </(s), ys> where vs is the function on Succ(s, T,) defined by 

l\s~* if 'fs-, < ' , 
* otherwise, 

and <*>(/) = {iA(/,s):s e7;}. 
LEMMA 6. Suppose / and f are nice in Z*"tree. 7/ <P{1) < *(/') in ^ ( Z x 

(Z*",r" u {*})*), (nen / < /' in Z*"tree. 
PROOF. The proof is analogous to what we did in Lemma 5. There is however one 

difficulty: If s e 7J, it is not true in general that <P(l \s) £ 0(1), because the definition 
of vs does not depend only on / \s (as us did in Lemma 5), but refers to all of / (by the 
clause / \s-x < I). Now note that if s e 7] is such that l\s = I, then iA(/,s) = \j/(l \s,s), 
and 4>(l \s) £ 0(1). And this is what is needed in the construction. 

We construct / : 7] -> 7]. by induction on the length of s e T,. First, there exists 
ŝ  e Tr with \p(l, 4>) < iA(/',s0). We let f(4>) = s^, so that one has at once /(<£) < 
/'(/((/>)). Moreover we get a ^-morphism g from {x: <x> e Tt} into {y: s^y e Tv} 
which for <x> e 7] satisfies the following conditions: 

a) If / \<x> < I, then /' \s^gix) < I' and / \<x> < V 
ts,(,~0(x)> s o that we can extend / 

below x by using a <^-tree morphism witnessing this fact. 
b) If / \<x> it I, then I' \S0-gix) * V. 
In this last case, we of course have / \<x> = / and /' \s<i g(x) = /'. By our discussion 

above, it follows that 

*(/ r<x>) £ m < w) 
and, by restricting Tr below s#~g(x) to some tree T so that /' \s^g(x)-T is isomorphic 
to /', we get 0(1') = #(/' t^-^xj-r) and hence *(/ r<x>) < *(/ ' \^gM-r), so that we 
can start the argument again. This clearly allows us to define / by induction on 
all of 7]. H 

THEOREM 7. Suppose Z is b.q.o. Then Z*",ree is b.q.o. too. 
PROOF. By Lemma 5, it is enough to show that N(Z) = {/ e Z*"tr", / is nice} is 

b.q.o., for then A/(Z) = Z*",ree. 
Define an order <' on N(Z) by 

l0 <• I, «- 3s e 7J, (/0 = /41.) and l0<ll. 

By the very definition of N(Z), <' is well-founded on N(Z); hence, by the minimal 
bad array lemma, if / is a bad A/(Z)-array, we may assume / is <'-minimal bad. 
Applying Lemma 6 to each f(X), X e domf, one gets a bad array g in 3P(Z x 
(N(Z) u {*})*), by setting g(A') = ^(/(X)); hence (as Z is b.q.o.) a bad array n 
with values in (N(Z) u {*})*. Now # reflects bad arrays, so if h satisfies condition 
(*), there is an h! which is a bad array with values in N(Z) u {*} which reflects n. But 
then clearly for Xedomh' we have h'(X) <'f(X), by the definition of 0, 
contradicting the minimality of / . 

v*(x) 
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So the proof is almost complete: it remains to show that we may assume that h 
satisfies condition (*). Now note that 

R a n g e d ) ) £ {f(X) \s-x: s e Tfm, x e Succ(s, Tfm), f(X) \s~x < f(X)} u {*} 

for some s e TnX); hence Range h(X) £ {/ e N(Z): I <' f(X)} u {*}. 
This allows us to prove the result by induction on <'. For / in N(Z) let ht(/) be 

the ordinal which is the height of / in <', and for each £ in ON let N,(Z) = 
{leN(Z);ht(l)<i}. 

Suppose we have proved that Nn{Z) is b.q.o. for all n < £,. We prove it for N%(Z), by 
noting that if/ is bad with values in Nt(Z), then for each X e dom / , f(X) has height 
nx < £; hence the associated function h by the above considerations satisfies 
Range h(X) £ Nnx(Z) u {*}, so that h satisfies condition (*) and we are done. H 

The preceding result is the interesting part of Theorem 4. Although we do not 
need it, let us now finish the proof of Theorem 4. To do this, we start with a q.o. Z 
and a bad Z*"tree-array / which satisfies (*), i.e. such that, for X e dom / , 
Range/(X) = Zx is a b.q.o. subset of Z. By Theorem 7, {ZxY~Uet is b.q.o.; hence we 
can at least apply Lemma 5 to each f(X): we get that f(X) e N(ZX) for all X e 
dom/ , and so / is a bad JV(Z)-array. The order <' is well-founded on N(Z), and 
moreover if /0 <' h, then /0 £ ' i , so that if g is <'-minimal bad below / and h reflects 
g, h also reflects / . So we may assume that / is <'-minimal bad. As in the preceding 
proof, we then get a bad array g with values in [Jx3?{ZX x (N(ZX) u {*})*) which 
can be reflected either by some bad array h with values in [Jx Zx (which also reflects 
/ , as desired), or by some bad array h with values in [jx{N(Zx) u {*})*, which, as # 
reflects bad arrays and Range h(X) £ N(ZX) u {*} is b.q.o., can be reflected again to 
some k with values in \JX N(ZX), which then satisfies k(X) <' f(X) for X e dom k, 
contradicting the <'-minimality of/. This proves Theorem 4. -H 

We now briefly discuss the "topological" version of Theorems 4 and 7. 
The class #0 we are interested in here consists of a single structure, 2m with the 

lexicographic ordering, and strictly increasing functions as morphisms. 
To get a "reflection of bad arrays" result for ^0, we must revisit the proof of 

Theorem 2.9, to get 
THEOREM 8. Assume H(A8(A)) holds. Then % reflects topological bad arrays with 

values in A topological q.o's, in the sense that if Z is a t.q.o. in A and f is a bad 
topological £^z-array which satisfies 

(*) for each X e dom/ , Range/(X) is a (Et(A)) t.b.q.o. subset of Z, 

then there exists a bad topological Z-array g with dom g £ dom / and, for all X e 
domg, g(X) e Range f(X). 

PROOF. First note that by Lemmas 2.2,2.3, 2.6 and 2.7, bad topological arrays in 
respectively Zx x Z2, 0|lW)(Z), Z~w and ZSCAT can be reflected, for Z in A, using 
H(A3(A)). [This is what we proved, explicitly or implicitly, and for all bad topo
logical arrays, i.e. without assumption (*).] Using assumption (*), it immediately 
follows, as in Theorem 2, that bad topological arrays in ZDEN satisfying (*) can be 
reflected to Z, for Z in A, using H(A3(A)). 

Suppose now / is a bad topological if z-array, with Zx = Range(/(X)) t.b.q.o. 
for X e dom / . We can then apply Lemmas 11,12 and (the proof of) Theorem 9 to 
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each f(X), to build an associated element f(X) in ((if l ) 1 ) 0 ^ , with (using Ramsey 
uniformization) / still a bad topological array, and for X e dom f, Range f(X) s 
(if | )x, which by Theorem 2.9 is t.b.q.o., using H(A6(A)), as Zx is in A2(A). So by the 
first remarks, H(A8(A)) allows to reflect / to some bad topological g with values in 
(if I)1. By Lemma 2.10, g is also a bad topological array in (J?j)1 with the <1^ order. 
Using Ramsey uniformization again, we can then pick for X e dom g a cocountable 
set Cx £ 2ra such that the function g*(X) = g(X) \Cx is a bad topological array with 
respect to the Wadge ordering. Finally, the proof of the Van Engelen-Miller-Steel 
result (Theorem 1.3) shows that topological bad arrays with respect to the Wadge 
ordering do reflect to Z (using H(A), but not the assumption (*)), so that g* reflects to 
some h which is a bad topological Z-array, hence reflects to h which is a bad 
topological Z-array and satisfies VX e dom h h(X) e Zx = Range f(X), as can easily 
be checked by tracing back the various definitions. This proves Theorem 8. H 

The class <^0-tree also consists of a unique structure, which is easily seen to have 
as its domain the tree T0 = (2ra)<M = {finite sequences of reals} with, as structure, 
the lexicographic ordering on each Succ(s, T0) = 2m, and with morphisms a subset 
3~0 of all tree-morphisms T0->T0, consisting of morphisms which are strictly 
increasing for the lexicographic ordering on T0 (but not all of them). 

Topologize T0 as a subspace of (2ro)to. For Z a t.q.o. in a pointclass A we define 

Jt\ = {I: dom I = T0, Range / s Z, /: T0 -> Z is A -measurable} 

with the canonical quasi-ordering induced from z*°"tree, i.e. 

l0 < h in Mi «- 3/: T0 - T0, / e STQ Vx e T0 l0(x) <z h(f(x)) 

and topologized as we did for iff, by replacing the functions by 2^(4) codes of their 
graphs in T0 x Z. 

It is easy to see that Jii (as a set of codes) is A3(A). And the order <^a is QR(A), 
where 0R is the real game quantifier, as can be seen by noting that, for l0, lY in Ji^, 
l0 < /i iff Player I wins the following closed game on 2m: 

I So, fo s l > / l s 2 ' i 2 

II <X0
 a l a 2 

where s, e T0, a, e 2ro, fi:2'°->- 2ra is strictly increasing, and I wins if for each i 

/0((a0,• •.,a*-1)) <z/i(s07o(aof «i Vi(«i)~ " • " s i -T/- i(«s-i)" s . ) -

Define for each class A a sequence r*(J) , n*(A) by ^*(^) — Borel a-field generated 
by 0R(A), and I*n(A) = Z„(A*(A)),nt(A) = nn(A*(A)) and A*(A) = An{At(A)). 

The topological version of Theorem 7 is the following: 
THEOREM 9. Assume H(A *0(A)). / / Z is a t.b.q.o. set in A, then Jt^ is t.b.q.o. also. 
PROOF. The proof follows exactly the proof of Theorem 7, so we skip it. The 

only point to notice is that we have to reflect bad topological arrays twice, using 
Theorem 8, which have values in the t.q.o. 

^r2(/i)(Z x ^£ J | u W )» 
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as one easily computes that the us and vs defined in the proof of Theorem 7 are 
zlf(4)-measurable: 2m -> Mi u {*}. 

To do this for the &?*w operation, we need H(A *(A)), by Lemma 2.3, as ^ " ^ 2 ^ {,, is 
A*(A). And to do it for &AJ(fu w , we need by Theorem 8 that H(A *0(A)) holds. -\ 

For A = A\, OA\ is the class IND of inductive sets, and I*(A\), T1*(A\) is the 
usual hierarchy I*, II*. Using ideas similar to those of Harrington and Kechris for 
the projective case, Woodin [W] has shown that the hypotheses H(A *), for all neco, 
follow from hyperprojective determinacy, i.e. the determinacy of all games in 
HYP = J (IND). So using Theorem 9, one finally gets: 

THEOREM 10 (Hyperprojective determinacy). Let HYP-LO<ra = {A: A £ (2M)<M 

and A is hyperprojective, with the ordering induced from the lexicographic ordering}, 
quasi-ordered by embeddability. Then HYP-LO<ffl is better quasi-ordered. 

In particular, BORra = {X: X < 2m2} is b.q.o. under embeddability. 
PROOF. For the first statement, we replace A e HYP-LO<to by its characteristic 

function, viewed as an element of Jffoa}, with A = HYP. Using our hypothesis and 
Woodin's result, one gets by Theorem 9 that Jtf0,\) is b.q.o. As the tree-morphisms 
in J^ are strictly increasing for the lexicographic order on T0, one also gets that 
HYP-LO<co is b.q.o. 

For the second statement, one uses Theorems 0.2 and 0.3 again. A set in BORm 

either is equivalent to 2'°2, or else is Borel embeddable as a subset of T0 = (2m)<a. 
The first statement then allows one to draw the desired conclusion. 
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